THE ACE

“WITHOUT THE CLOUD,
IT’S MEANINGLESS. THE
WHOLE PROJECT IS BASED
AROUND THE CLOUD”
EXPLAINS MYNEANDYOURS,
THE BRITISH-IRAQI, DUBAIBASED ARTIST INTENT ON
MAKING PEOPLE LOOK UP.”

I

intent on opening a dialogue with the public even if this means nighttime buildingscaling escapades armed with only a bucket of paste and a rope, dubai-based artist
myneandyours tells swr why his head is quite firmly in the clouds.

UP

t’s a message of hope - the cloud is high, the idea
is to aim high, to fly high”, he explains with an
infectious enthusiasm.
It’s that same intrinsic enthusiasm (encouraged
by some well-directed nagging from his wife
Reem) that has transformed the artist’s life over the
past year, taking him from the daily drudge of life as
a pizza-marketing executive in a London cubicle, to
a full-time artist intent on plastering the city of Dubai
in his trademark work and opening a dialogue with its
residents.
Renowned for his nighttime artistic escapades – a
typical evening in London would see the artist creep
into the darkness of 4am while the rest of the city slept
before scaling a building armed with a bucket of wheat
paste and a 50metre rope. He would descend a few
hours later, leaving behind a giant mural for residents
to enjoy with their morning coffee.
That’s not exactly something he can recreate in Dubai
but it is something that’s an integral part of his objective
to engage people in conversation. He laughs, “I won’t
do illegal stuff here because I’m terrified and I’m
not sure it’s worth the risk. But whenever I leave the
country, I go out at night and I climb buildings and I
put my work up there. Here [in Dubai] everything is very
much you need permission, you get commissions…but
everything that I do outside of this country is illegal.”
With such strict regulations and closely monitored
initiatives, the UAE seems like an odd choice for an
artist so intent on plastering buildings in forbidden art.
The 32-year-old agrees, “I was always opposed to it
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[Dubai], I made the stereotypical assumptions that
Dubai was this culturally fake hub.” But when his wife’s
job was transferred to the city, the same city in which
she grew up, the couple made the decision to relocate
to the emirate and now that he’s here, the impact on his
work has been massive.
“Definitely being a part of the culture here has
influenced my work. At home all my friends are British,
most of my life is British, we don’t speak Arabic, we
speak English. My Arabic reading and writing is basic.
But all the friends I’ve made here, at Tashkeel in
particular, and seeing what Sheikha Latifa has done,
and seeing the kindness and generosity of Arabs, and
just being a part of the culture has motivated me.” That
motivation is obvious.
Evolving from his trademark cloud stickers, his latest
renderings are an emotional response to the political
situation in the world today. We Bleed as One depicts
a girl, loosely wearing a hijab and standing against an
angelic background where the infamous cloud floats in
the sky. The focal point is her eyes, and the sadness
they depict.
“No matter what happens anywhere in the world,
if one person is hurt we all hurt. Society is drawing
ourselves closer to extinction if we continue to behave
in this way…the sadness comes from within – we are
bleeding together. Just because its happening in Iraq,
or the mountains, or Palestine or wherever, this is very
close to our hearts.”
A subsequent piece shows the same girl with hope in
her eyes, holding an olive branch and is very much a
message of hope for the world. The message behind
this piece is, quite simply, “If there’s no hope, then
there’s no point in anything, there’s no point in us
existing anymore.”
From the very beginning, his work has been
about connecting people, sharing and opening
conversations. Even his name itself is a message. “I
make the work first for me, but when I put it outside it
becomes yours, it’s MyneandYours”, he explains. “It’s
supposed to be a tool of empowerment, it’s supposed
to motivate you, to teach you to understand that this
life is ours – that you can do what you want with it.”
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RIGHT: FORBIDDEN ART IN THE HEART OF LONDON
BELOW: HARD AT WORK - THE MAN BEHIND THE CLOUD

No matter what
happens anywhere
in the world, if one
person is hurt we
all hurt.
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Developing art that comments on the world and
portrays human connections in a positive light is
massive for MyneandYours. “It’s pointless living
your life by yourself. You’re not going to learn
anything or build relationships with anyone. If
you share with others, you’re going to have a
much more rewarding life.”

This harks back to the message at the root of all
his work; to look up, aim high and have hope. “The
cloud lends itself to climbing high, the higher you
put it, the longer it’s gonna stay there”, smiles
the artist. With Dubai boasting the world’s tallest
building, we can’t help but think that somehow
MyneandYours was meant to end up here.

